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The regularity and decay properties for the potential q(s) in the Schrtiinger 
equation +I” +qw= k’y on the line are characterized in terms of the decay and 
regularity of the reflection coefficients R f and their Fourier transforms. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Faddeev, in his 1964 paper [.5], discussed the inverse scattering problem 
for the Schrodinger equation 
-I//” + q(x) y/ = k’ty (1.1 j 
on the full real line. His intent was twofold: (1) to give necessary and 
sufftcient conditions for a function R = R(k) to be the reflection coefficient 
of a piecewise continuous potential q(x) which is integrable with respect to 
(1 + \-ul) dx; and (2) to gave a method of constructing the potential 4 from 
suitable scattering data. In 1977. Deift and Trubowitz 141 found both a 
counterexample to Faddeev’s theorem as stated in [S 1, and also the correct 
reformulation of his theorem. In addition they offered a new construction of 
the potential 9. 
The correct reformulation of Faddeev’s theorem requires that attention be 
restricted to potentials integrable with respect to (1 f-u’) dx. Faddeev’s 
characterization of the scattering data of a potential in this smaller class 
must be modified in two ways: the conditions on the behavior of the 
scattering matrix as k -+ 0 must be strengthened, and stronger conditions 
must be put on the Fourier transforms of the reflection coefficients. The 
precise statement of the corrected Faddeev theorem appears in Section 2. 
This paper characterizes the scattering data associated with potentials 
having specified regularity and decay. This is done in terms of the decay and 
regularity of the reflection coefficient R. The analysis displays precisely the 
Fourier-transform-like nature of the inverse scattering construction suggested 
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by several authors [ 1,4]. Greater regularity of R gives faster decay in 4; 
greater decay in R gives more smoothness to 4. 
The motivation for this characterization is its importance in the study of 
the Korteweg-de Vries equation (KdV). Indeed, Faddeev’s theorem was 
crucial for the inverse scattering analysis of KdV begun by Gardner et al. 
[6]. The results of Deift and Trubowitz now not only make it necessary to 
correct some statements in the author’s earlier work on KdV [2, 71, but also 
make it possible to extend and refine that work. The applications to KdV 
will appear in [3]; a brief summary is included as Section 5 of this paper. In 
essence, these applications establish completely and precisely how the decay 
of the initial data for KdV controls the regularity of the solution and how the 
regularity of the initial data controls the spatial decay of the solution. 
To state the result explicitly the following definitions are helpful. 
(a) If Q g R, then L,:,(Q) is the class of functions integrable with 
respect to (1 + ]x I”) d,u over R. 
(b) L,b(+ao) is the class of functions which are in LL([X, co)) for all 
finite X. Similarly Lk,(--co) contains functions which are in L,b((-co, X]) for 
all X. 
(c) La(+co) and La‘(-co) denote the classes of functions which are 
bounded on all half-lines [X, co) and (-co, X], respectively. 
We shall say that a function 4 is piecewise absolutely continuous if there is a 
finite partition --oc) =x,, < X, < .++ < -uJ < xJ+, = +co of the line such that @ 
is absolutely continuous in each interval (xj, xj+ ,). Such a 4 is differentiable 
almost everywhere. 
Say that q satisfies hypothesis ~2;~ iff 
the derivatives q’“’ are absolutely continuous for 0 < v < s, (1.2a) 
the derivative q”+” is piecewise absolutely continuous, (1.2b) 
and 
q”” E L;(R) for v < s + 1; qcst2) E L,k-,(iR). (1.2c) 
We shall use hypothesis Jk with integers s and N such that s > -1 and 
N> 2. In the case s = -1, condition (1.2a) is, of course, vacuous. The case 
s = -1 is important because it includes square well potentials. 
The main results of the paper may be summarized as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that R, are the reflection coefficients of a 
potential q of class L:(R), and that 
F*(x) =J- jm 
7.t -k=-m 
R *(k) e * 2ikx dk. 
INVERSE SCATTERING 
[j” q satisJes Cd:, for s > -1 and N > 2, then 
R, E C”-‘(IFi), (1.3a) 
and 
R:‘(k) = O(,t-“-3) as k+fo0 for all IV< N-2. (1.3b) 
Furthermore, 
and 
F, E C’+‘(P), (1.4a 
F:’ 2J is piecewise absolute!\> continuous, (1.4b 
F;’ E L,;,(f03) for v<s+2; F:“+“‘EL,;.-,(*a+ (1.4~) 
While conditions (1.3) alone are not suflcient to insure that scattering data 
belong to a potential q satisf>Gng &‘i., conditions (1.3) and (1.4) together are 
suflcient. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes briefly 
the inverse scattering methods of Faddeev and of Deift and Trubowitz, with 
emphasis on the parts to be used later. It turns out that for some parts of this 
work the approach of Deift and Trubowitz is more efficient, but for other 
parts the machinery of Faddeev is more suitable. Section 3 shows that if the 
potential satisfies M’; then the scattering data satisfy (1.3) and (1.4). The 
converse is proved in Section 4. Section 5 describes the application of this 
paper to the Korteweg-de Vries equation. Following Section 5 there is an 
Appendix containing the technical parts of the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Notation in this paper is standard except for the following conventions for 
partial derivatives: 
Wk’(x,?‘) = ;“ila:@(X,y) = appqx.?‘). 
2. ESSENTIAL BACKGROUND 
Consider the Schrodinger equation 
--I$’ + q(x)ty = k2y/ (2.1) 
for q E Li. The Jost functions f+(x, k) are the solutions of (2.1) such that 
eTikxf*(x,k)+ 1 and eiikXf;(x,k)-) +ik as x+ *co. (2.2) 
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These Jost functions exist even for 4 E L:. Defining the Wronskian by 
Wl”L 81 =fg’ -a-’ we find that for real k, W[f T, f + ] = 2ik = W[f- , f T 1. 
Thus for nonzero real k, there must be coefficients a,(k) and b,(k) such 
that 
f+(x, k) = a-(k)f”(x, k) + b-(k)f-(x, k), 
f-(x, k) = a+(k)f :(x, k) + b+(k)f+(x, k). 
(2.3) 
The scattering matrix of q is then defined by 
T-(k) ;-ii; , 
R+(k) + 1 
where 
R,(k) = b,(k)la,(k); T,(k) = W,(k). 
The R*(k) are called the reflection coefficients; the T, , the transmission 
coefficients. It is easy to check that S(k) is unitary and that T+(k) = T_(k) = 
T(k) for 0 # k E [R. 
As functions of k, the Jost functions are continuous in Im(k) > 0 and 
analytic in Im(k) > 0. Since 
it follows that a, is continuous on R - {O) and extends analytically into 
Im(k) > 0. The squares of the zeros of a, in the upper half-plane are the 
eigenvalues of the operator L, = -Dz + q in L’(R), so these zeros are pure 
imaginary. Since 1 a+(k)/ -+ 1 as 1 kl + co in Im(k) > 0, u+(k) has ‘only 
finitely many zeros: denote them i/3i with pj > 0 and j in index set J. The 
norming constants are defined by 
c*j = 
[! 
j E J. 
The functions R, and T, the poles ipj of T, and the norming constants c,~ 
constitute the scattering data for q. We shall also need to study the Fourier 
transforms 
The expression “q has no bound states” will be used to mean that L, has 
none, and thus that T has no poles and the scattering data consist only of 
R, and T. 
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The corrected Faddeev theorem, as proved by Deift and Trubowitz 141. 
gives the following list of necessary and sufficient conditions for R-t. T. 
( ipi:j E J}, (ctj:jC J} to be scattering data for a potential 4 in L!(p). 
(C I) The matrix S(k) is unitary for k E IF‘: T, (k) = Tm (A-) = T(k): the 
pi are distinct and positive; the ckj are positive. 
(CZ) R *(-AI) = R;(k): T(4) = T*(k). 
(C3) R,(k) and T(k) are continuous on Cc. 
(C4) T extends meromorphically to Im(k) > 0. 
(C5) R*(k)=O(k-‘) as k++co: T(k)=l+O(li~‘) as /liI-~c 
with Im(k) > 0. 
(C6) T has finitely many poles. namely, i& for j E J. 
((27) All poles of T are simple; Res(T, ipi) = i c ~,. 
((28) Either 0 < c < 1 T(g)/ and IR(k)l < 1’ < 1 for all /i in iF:. or 
R,(k)=-I+~,k+O(k)andT(k)=ak+O(k)witha#Oask.-1O. 
(C9) F, are absolutely continuous, and F; E Li( km). 
For the rest of this paper attention is restricted to the case of potentials 
without bound states. Deift and Trubowitz 14, Section 31 have shown that 
this involves no loss of generality for our purposes. 
From this general background we turn to certain specific parts of the 
scattering theories of Faddeev and of Deift and Trubowitz which will be used 
later. 
Recall that the Hardy space H ” is the set of L’ functions whose Fourier 
transforms are supported in (-co, 0) or, equivalently. the set of boundary 
values of functions h analytic in the upper half-plane such that 
Similarly H’- is the set of L2 functions with transform supported in 
(0. +co) or the set of boundary values of functions analytic in the lower half 
plane with 
.a 
sup ( Ih(x + iy)l’dx < 00. 
Y < 0 _ 1 r - ,-/I 
Let 4 be a potential without bound states of class Li. Setting m  *(x. k) = 
eFik.'fk(x. k). one has m,(x, k) - 1 E Hz* and 
m+(x, k) - 1 = f I’*L B * (x, y) e * xkx d>,. 
-0 
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The kernels B, (x, ~7) are initially defined on R x R * and satisfy 
It is convenient to extend the domains of B, by setting 
B+(x,y)=O if y<O; B-(x,4’) = 0 if 4’ > 0. 
Note that 
q(x) = -axB+(x, 0+) = cY,B-(x, 0-). (2.5) 
The decay and regularity of R, are established by exploitiug the following 
representations of a+(k) and b+(k) in terms of the kernels B * : 
2ikb+(k) = fym n,(y) e-2ikg dy, (2.6) 
where 
n,(Y) = -B+ “so)(O, y) + B’_‘*“(O, y) 
+j”; B”YO’(O,z)B+(O,y-z)dz 
-m 
i O” 
- B~*“‘(O, z) B-(0,y -2) dz, (2.7) 
” - z, 
and 
2ika +(k) = 2ik - fr q(z) dz + loa n,(y) eZiky dy, (2.8) 
“--00 
where 
n,(y) = B’:,“(O,y) + B’O,“(O, -y) - B’L.“(O, -y) + By.“(O,y) 
+ fin (B’$“(O, z) - B’$.“(O, z)} B-(0, z -J’) dz 
---00 
-B+(O,O)B-(O,-y)- irn B+(O,Z)B:‘.~‘(O,Z-y)dz. (2.9) 
co 
These representations were derived by Faddeev [5] and are discussed by 
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Tanaka 18) and by Deift and Trubowitz [4]. Analysis of uL and b, applies 
to R _ as well as to R + because R -(k) = -4, (-&)/a + (k). 
To discuss the regularity and decay of F+(x), it is convenient to use the 
following integral equation due to Deift and Trubowitz [4, Theorem 4.6 J: 
F:(x) = q(x) + (-li F!+(t).K (x, I) dt. 
‘X 
(2.10) 
where 
.Z(X, t) = F(x, t - x) for t > .Y (2.11) 
and 
59(x,2)=-2B+(x,z)- f B+(x,s)B+(x,z-7)d7 for z > 0. 
.‘r=lJ 
(2.12) 
Regularity and decay for F- are derived from an analogous equation for FL 
in terms of B- . 
For the derivation of the regularity and decay of q from properties (1.3) 
and (1.4) of the scattering data, it is most direct to work with the Marchenko 
equations 
B+(x,~)+ jUF+(,~+B+z)B,(x,z)dz+F+(x+C’)=O. j’ > 0. 
-0 
(2.13) 
Bm (x.!.) + (‘O F-(x+y+z)B-(x,z)dz+Fm(x+J)=& j’ < 0. 
--.II 
and relation (2.5). 
3. ANALYSIS OF THE FORWARD PROBLEM 
Consider a potential q which satisfies the hypothesis LtiVi. for some s. N 
with s > -1, N> 2. Assume that q has no bound states. This section is 
devoted to showing that the scattering data satisfy conditions (1.3) and ( I .4). 
Explicit attention is given only to R + and F + ; the arguments for R _ and F ~~ 
are analogous. For simplicity we frequently drop the subscript “+” from R. 
F. B, etc. The subscript “-” will always appear when it is required. 
Several authors have pointed out that the direct Fourier connection is not 
between q and the scattering data {R +, T}, but between q and the coef- 
ficients a,, b,. See (2.5) through (2.9). From a suggestion of Tanaka 
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(8, p. 551, it has been commonly accepted that if q is of Schwartz class 9 . 
then so are l7,, R,, and T - 1 [4]. The line of proof implicit in Tanaka’s 
comment has not previously been carried out; it turns out to be non-trivial to 
make the argument work. However tortuous, the argument given here 
elucidates the connection between decay and regularity in q and regularity 
and decay in R + and T. It avoids the errors of Faddeev, and treats arbitrary 
finite orders of decay and regularity in q. The result for q in Schwartz class, 
assumed by Deift and Trubowitz [4], then follows directly. 
We start with some preliminary results about B(x, y). From (2.4) one 
finds that 
Here, as well as later, each C, denotes some positive nonincreasing function 
of X. Tanaka’s Lemma 1 in [8] says that B is of class Csf ’ on R x R +. But 
Tanaka’s argument easily extends to give further information when q satisfies 
.MR. The derivatives of B(x, z) of order s + 2 exist and are continuous in the 
strips between the lines where x + z = a jump-point of qcS+‘). Indeed these 
derivatives of order s + 2 are absolutely continuous in each variable 
separately in the intervals between jumps. Thus derivatives of order s + 3 
exist almost everywhere. Finally, for 1 <P + v < s + 3, 
utr-1 
IB(“*“)(x, z)l < lq“‘+“-“(x + z)l + C, c &‘,(x + Z> 
I=0 
for x > X and z 2 0, where 
The hypothesis J/L has the consequence that 
for f < s + 2; qs+3 E Lk-,(+a). 
Thus 
B(“,“)(x, .) E 15;~,(Il? +) for P + v < s + 2, 
B(“*“)(x, .) E I,;-#+) for p+v=s+3. 
Analogous results hold for B’!*“)(x, .) on R -. 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) l7, E C”(ll?). (b) 17(15”) is piecewise absofufely 
continuous with jumps at the jump points of qcSt ” and possibly at 0. (c) 
nl”’ E L,:-,(iR)fir r7 < s + 1; n’,S+“’ E L;-*,(l). 
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Proof: For ~1 > 0, 
n,(J) = -B + (‘vo’(o.y) + 1.O B”*O’(O, 2) B +(0,4’ - z) dz - 
. -x 
- ia B’:~“‘(O,z)B~(O,y-z)dz. 
- .y 
fl:“‘( 1’) = -By’(o,y) + r ByyO, z) Byy0.y - z)dz 
. - cc 
- (-1 B~.“‘(O, z) B’?“‘(O,y - z) dz. -\‘ 
(3.2) 
Similarly, for y < 0 and 0 < u < s + 2, 
Ly’(Jq = By(o,y) + z B”‘“‘(O,y) ByyO, 0) - Cl+L3=0-I 
+p B”,O’(O, z) B~*“‘(~,.v - z) dz 
---cc 
l?‘:-O’(O, z) BY”(0.y - z) dz. (3.3) 
This gives the desired regularity on R - (O}. Before dealing with continuity 
at 0, we establish part (c). Consider first (3.2) with u < s + 1. The terms 
B”,n)(O,y) are in Lk,-,( 
th+at 
R ‘) for a < u. For the integral from --CD to 0, note 
~~oy~~r-’ (( 
-*z-m 
B”~O’(O,z)B’f*“‘(O,y-z)dz ( dy 
s (.O (~“,~‘(o,z)J fm yN-’ JB’f-“‘(0,~ - z)l dy dz 
‘:=--a .,‘TO 
s j’:= --co pPO’(O, z)l p wN-’ IBy-“‘(0, w)l dw dz < 00. 
w=Ii-I 
For the integral from y to co, note that 
,.s, -co 
J 
yN-’ B’$O’(O, z) II’+“‘(0, y  - z) dz dy 
y  = 0 L = ,I 
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GT;o IB+ .;=lJ “~“‘(O,z)( f-’ y--l IB’Oq”‘(O,y-z)ldydz -y=o 
Thus I7y’ E 15;~,(R ‘). A similar argument based on (3.3) shows 
#“) E LL-,(I? -) for CJ < s + 1. The integrability of fly+” is treated 
similarly. 
It remains to verify that ZIY’ is continuous across y=O for O< cr<s. 
Note that if s = -1, part (a) is vacuous. We treat the case s > 0. 
To show that II~‘(O’) = @)(O-) one must establish the identity 
4?yqo, o+) + 2 ByyO, Of) llI”+yo, o-) 
n+&3=o-1 
= lpqo, o-) + c BY(0, o-) Byyo, 0 +). (3.4) 
a+O=o-I 
The proof of (3.4) for 0 <o < s, being a long tortuous combinatorial 
argument, is relegated to the Appendix. The crux of the matter is showing 
how everything in (3.4) can be re-expressed using only derivatives of q at 0 
and factors of the form By*m’(O, 0). The one virtue of this argument is that it 
does prove (3.4). (Too many errors have entered the literature in this subject 
through gaps left by the omission of “obvious” proofs.) 
Other approaches to proving Theorem 3.1, based on various expressions 
for 6, in Deift and Trubowitz, have seemed promising, but have not yet 
actually yielded the result. 
With Theorem 3.1, we can turn to the analysis of the Fourier transform 
2ikb+ (k) = fa Z7,( y) e-2iky dy. 
--cc 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) Zikb+(k) is of cfuss CN-‘(R); (b) 3;[2ikb+(k)] = 
O(k-‘-*) as k-km for v<N-22; (c) a~-‘[2ikb+(k)]=O(kmm”-‘) as 
k-+ *co. 
Proof: The regularity follows from Theorem 3.1(c) and the restriction 
N > 2. Indeed 
a;l[2ikb+(k)] = fin (2iy)‘fZ,(y) e-2iky dy 
--a, 
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for v < N - 1. Integrating by parts, one finds that if v < N - 1. then 
(2ik)s+’ a;[2ikb+(k)] = fx 3~.+‘[(2iy)“lI,(y)] emZik’dq 
--x 
whence part (c) follows. But if v < N - 2, then the better decay result (b) is 
available since 
(2ik)‘+* f3$[2ikb+(k)] 
= (-,)‘+I ix (2ik)’ f7,(y)8~.+‘[e-2’ky] do 
m 
=j.r_i;)+“[(2ik)‘.n,(g)]e~““d~ 
+r (jumpsof8f+‘[(2ik)“Z7,(p)e-2ik?‘]} - 
and L’:,“’ has only finitely many finite jumps. 
To control R * we need a companion result for a+(k), similar to what was 
just proved for b+(k). 
THEOREM 3.3. (a) 2ika+(k) is of class C”-‘(iF). (b) la+(k)1 > I for 
0 # k E Ip. (c) Zf 1 < I’ <N - 1, then 3;[2ika+(k)] is bounded. 
ProoJ We have 
2ika +(k) = 2ik - Iecc 
.‘-;c 
q(z) dz + \-‘I I7>( y) eIikx dy. 
-0 
where fT2(y) is defined by (2.9). It is straightforward to check that 
fT2 E L,k.-,(F?), so that part (a) follows. Part (b) is known from the general 
theory. If 1 < r < N - 1, one gets 
?:[2ika+(k)] = 3:[2ik] + fa: (2iy)” ZZ>(y) eZikv 41 
-0 
and therefore part (c). 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 determine the decay and regularity of R+(k) in the 
generic case that 
Fy 2iku+(k) = W[f+(., O),f-(., O)] # 0, 
i.e., in the case that the Jost functions for k = 0 are linearly independent. But 
further analysis is needed in the non-generic case. 
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THEOREM 3.4. (a) In the generic case R + E C”-‘(IR). (b) In the non- 
generic case, R, E CN-*(II?) r‘l CN-‘(IR - {O}). (c) In either case, R?‘(k) = 
O(kmsb3) as k+ fco for v<N- 1. 
Proof: By definition R +(k) = Zikb+(k)/2ika+(k). (a) In the generic case 
2ika + (k) never vanishes for real k, so R + is of class CN- ’ on all of R, since 
both 2ikb+ (k) and Ziku+(k) are CN-‘. (b) In the non-generic case, the last 
two theorems tell us only that R, E CN-‘(II? - {O}). But in this case we have 
from (2.8) 
0 = F; 2ika+ (k) = -jm 
-cc 
q(z) dz + ,fm n,(y) U’JJ. 
0 
Thus, for k # 0, 
a+(k)= 1 +~omn,(y) ]e2i;i; ’ 1 &. 
Since Z7* E L~-,(IR+)E L:(IR+), we find that 
Since Ib+(k)l’= Ia+(k)J2 - 1, we conclude that 
F? 2ikb +(k) = 0, 
whence 
r m zz,(y) dy = 0. --cc 
Thus for k # 0 
and 
b+(k) =(_m, n,(y) ] “il;- ’ 1 dy 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) . I 
.cn 
Fz b+(k) = -J Ye, 4s 
--co 
so both (I + (k) and b + (k) are continuous on R in the non-generic case, and 
la+(k)1 > 1 for all k. To finish part (b) it is necessary to show that a, and 
b + are of class CNe2(lR). From (3.7) one finds that 
b+(k)= -I_“, ~,Cv~~s~oe-2’k”~~dy. 
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Interchanging the order of integration one finds next that 
b+(k)=-,(y @,(s)e-2ikSds, 
Cc 
where 
.I 
= n,(Y) dr if s < 0. 
.-a, 
Note that (3.6) makes @, odd. Since IT, E L,i,-,(IR), it follows that 
@, E L,k-,(I?) and that b, E CN-*(iR). 
From (3.5) we have 
u+(k)= 1 +j;on,(y) fJ .dikXdsdy 
-s=0 
Thus 
a+(k) = I + im G*(s) eziks ds, 
-s=o 
where 
@AS) = irn IZ2b4 % -)‘=5 s > 0. 
Since Qz E LL-,(IR ‘), we get a, E C”-‘(R). This completes the proof of 
(c). Since 1 a +(k)l > 1, we have IR +(k)l < Ib+(k)(. By Theorem 3.2(b) with 
I’ = 0. we can conclude R+(k) = O(kmsm3) as k --) foe. The decay for the 
higher derivatives of R, is proved by an inductive argument based on the 
formula 
R’f“(k) = a+(k)-’ a:“‘(k) R’:‘-“‘(k) 
and the bounds in Theorems 3.2(b) and (c) and Theorem 3.3(c). 
This theorem has proved slightly more than is required for (1.3). 
Attention must now turn from R + to its transform F,. The properties 
shown by Theorem 3.10 are not sufficient to prove (1.4) directly. To obtain 
(1.4) it is better to use the theory of Deift and Trubowitz instead of that of 
Faddeev. Assuming only that q was piecewise absolutely continuous, that 
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q EL:(lR), and that q’ EL:@?), they showed 14, Theorem4.71 that F was 
absolutely continuous, and that 
where 
F’(x) = q(x) + jm F’(t) X (x, t) dt, 
-x 
(3.8) 
and 
.X(x, t) = U(x, t - x), t > x, (3.9) 
57(x, z) = -2B(x, z) - [ B(x, r) B(x, z - r) ds, z > 0. (3.10) 
The stronger hypothesis ,Ipi~ leads to stronger regularity and decay results 
for F, . First we obtain useful bounds on S? and Z in terms of the functions 
v.&(s) = I,“=, 1 q”“(t)/ dt defined and discussed just before Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.5. (a) Ifiu + v < s + 1, then 
Let Y(w) = the sum of the absolute values of the jumps of q”+ ” at points to 
the right of w. (b) Zf ,u + v = s + 2, then 
Proof: From (3.10) and the regularity of B(x, z) we find that 
@‘*“‘(X, z) = -2B’“,“‘(x, z) 
(x, t) B(bv”(~, z - t) dt 
B(=-k’(x, z) lPbJ)(X, 0). (3.11) 
The bounds claimed in this lemma depend on Tanaka’s Lemma 1 as 
extended earlier, and on the fact that all vn are in Lt(+oo) for A< s + 2. 
In order to establish (a) suppose that P + v < s + 1, a + b = p, k + 1 = 
v - 1. Then we know 
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when x 2 X and z > 0. Also note that 
j;lB “,‘)(x, t) B’b9”)(~, z - t)l dt 
The trick in handling the integral from 0 to z is to split it into two parts, one 
from 0 to z/2 and the other from z/2 to z, and to estimate separately in each 
part. Finally, it is easy to see that 
otk /J+/ 
I B(a*k’(~, z) Bcb*“(x, O)( < C, y q.,(x + z) ; qk(x) 
These inequalities provide the estimates of all terms in (3.11) necessary for 
(a). 
To prove (b) one uses the same estimate procedure, but notes that 
to deal with the fact that q”+” . 1s only piecewise absolutely continuous. Note 
that P( I)) is nonincreasing and is eventually equal to 0 as 4’ + +co. 
LEMMA 3.6. (a) If 0 < m < s + 2, then 
I.x(m*o)(X, t)l < c,r whenever t > x > X. 
(b) if 0 < m <s + 2, then there is a 4, in Li(+co) such that 
I.3 “mvol(x, t)l < C,@,(x) whenever t > x > X. 
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(c) rf 0 < I + m < s + 2, then there is a w = tp,,,, in L ‘(+co)n 
L”“(+w) such that 
l~~[~‘m’o’(x,x)]l < C,w(x) fir x>X. 
Prooj From the definition of X one finds that 
2P*O)(x, t) = r 
Ll+v=nl 
and that 
a$P,O)(x, x)] = 
IfO<m<s+ 1 and t>xhX, then 
(-1)” WU*“)(X, t -x) 
(-1)” W’ffl*“)(x, 0). 
since (x+t)/2>X. Ifm=s+2 and taxaX, then 
IX ‘S+ 2vo’(x, t)l < -v 
u+u=s+2 ( 1 
; 1 c?*“)(X, t -x)1 
<c,Le; 1.p (y)+$k (Y) 1 <c,, 
since (x + t)/2 > X and both .Y and all qd are nonincreasing. This 
establishes (a). It also establishes (b) since we may set 
m 
!b(x) =; c%(x) for m<s+ 1, 
s+z 
4, +2(x) = -f-(x) + s ?,l(X). 
0 
For (c), notice that if I+ m < s + 1 and x > X 
p:[x’“~“‘(x, x)]l < 1 ( ) m IW’f-)(x, 0)l u+L-=m P 
<cxx m ( 1 
Iim 
u+“=m Y K- VA(X) ,iiO 
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and if I+ m = s + 2, then 
‘-Ill 
p;[x’m*o’(x, x,]l < c, \7 
m ( )I 
St? 
ut1=m P 
.-P(x) + K‘ o VA(X) . 
I 
The assertion holds since .P and all q.& are bounded and integrable near 
+CO. 
With this lemma we are finally in a position to prove that F, satisfies 
properties (1.4). 
THEOREM 3.7. If 0 <u Q s + 1, then 
(a) F(O) is absolutely continuous, 
(b) F(O+‘) (X) = q’“‘(x) + J’p F’(t)X(030)(x, t) dt 
-Cj+k=o-l C,+~=j(~)F”f”(X)~~[~~‘k,o’(X,X)], 
(c) FCU+ ‘) E L,k(+a~). 
Furthermore 
(d) F”’ *’ is piecewise absolutely continuous, 
(e) relation (b) holds for o = s + 2, 
(0 F’s+z’ E &,(+a+ 
The same regularity results hold for F-, and the analogous integrabilit) 
conditions hold for F- at --a~ instead of at +a~. 
ProoJ Parts (a), (b), (c) are proved by induction on u. The last three 
parts follow by analysis of (b) in the case u = s + 1. 
Suppose u = 0. It is already known that F is absolutely continuous and 
satisfies (3.8) which is just (b) with u = 0. Finally, the argument of Deift and 
Trubowitz leading to (3.8) includes a proof that 
IF’(x)1 G Idxl + We(x)*. x > x. 
Since q. E Lk.-,(+a) it follows easily that q:E Li,(+co) and thus that 
F’ E Li(+co). This establishes (a), (b), (c) for u = 0. 
If s = -1, there is nothing more to prove for (a), (b), (c). If s > 0. the 
following inductive step is necessary. Pick a with 0 < a < s and suppose that 
(a), (b), (c) hold for 0 <u < a. Then one must show (a), (b), (c) for 
u=a+ 1. 
Formula (b) for u = a and the hypothesis &‘i. give the absolute continuity 
of F’“’ “. Formal differentiation of (b) with u = a, which is justified since 
3 lo.’ I*‘) is bounded and continuous, gives (b) with u = a + 1. Finally we 
must verify that Ffa + *) E L,i,(+m). Since a <s, we know q’Q+” E Lh(+oo). 
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Using Lemma 3.6(b), one sees that 
1 ~‘(q.3” + ‘-“(x, t)l dt dx 
< x”‘W, + I(x) ‘ix df 
< ItI, P 1 F’(t)1 dt ia Cx#a+ ,(x1 dx < ~0 
-X=X 
The remaining terms in (b) with CY = cz + 1 have the form 
F”+ “(x) cY;[-Xck-“‘(x, x)] w h ere I + m = j and j + k = a. By the induction 
hypothesis and Lemma 3.6(c) the factor F”+” is in L,b(+co) and the other 
factor is bounded on right-hand half-lines. Thus all terms of Ftat ‘) are in 
Lh(+co) and the inductive step is complete. 
From (b) with u = s + 1, it is clear that Pf2’ is piecewise absolutely 
continuous. Formal differentiation is still valid away from jump points of 
4 fs+ I), since jy‘(S+ I-O) (x, t) is bounded. Finally F’” ’ 3’ E L,L,= ,(+a) since 
4 “‘*’ E L,h-,(+a) and the other terms are in L,b(+co). 
4. ANALYSIS OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
Here we study how the scattering data determine the decay and regularity 
properties of the potential. It suffices to consider scattering data without 
bound states. Suppose R ,(k) and T(k) satisfy conditions (C 1 )-(C9). Thus 
this scattering data belong to a potential q in Li(IFI). As usual we set 
F*(x) =+y R *(k) e * 2ikx dk. 
02 
For this section we assume there are s, N with s > - 1 and N > 2 such that 
R + and F, satisfy conditions (1.3) and (1.4). The point is to show that q 
must then satisfy ~8’;. 
We know that 
q(x) = -B ‘: q yx, 0) = +B !! *O’(x, O), (4.1) 
where for each x, B, (x, .) is the solution in L ‘(IR *) of 
B,(x,Y) f loim F,(x+y+z)B,(x,z)dx+F,(x+y)=O. (4.h) 
The regularity of q will follow immediately from the next theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.1. The function B+(x, 0’) is of class C” ‘, and 
B(:+2*o’(x, O+) . p IS iecewise absolutely continuous. Furthermore. 
B’;.“(+v, I)) = -F’“‘(x + y) (4.3) 
Ftij’(x +y + z) B’,“-‘.“(.u, z) dz 
for u < s + 3, at (x,y) where F’“‘(x + y) is defined. 
Once this theorem is proved, (4.3) can be used to show that 
4 ‘O) ~Lk(+co) if a<s + 1, and that q’st2’E L,i,_,(+co). The analogous 
integrability results at -co follow the analogue of Theorem 4.1 for B- . 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is basically that of Faddeev [IS], Murray [7 1, 
and Cohen [2]. 
Let F.y) be the operator defined by 
F1”[ g](y) = !; F”‘(x +y + z)g(z) dz 
and write F,y for FL”. Faddeev has shown that (I + F,)-’ exists in L’(lF + ) 
and that 
IlV + F,)-‘II,, G Cx. x > x. (4.4) 
It is easy to see that if 8’“’ E L ‘(+a~), then the map x -+ Fc’ is continuous in 
the operator norm. Also, if F”’ and F”+” are in L ‘(+co), then x + F,:’ has 
strong derivative F-y+“. The key to this latter assertion is the inequality 
.-x 
jJh~‘{F”‘(r+ h)-F”‘(s)1-F”+“(s)ld7 
<h-’ fh 1.I IF”+“(s+s)-F”+“(r)ldsds 
-X=O-r=.Y 
and the continuity of translation in L ‘([x, 00)). 
The basic technical lemma is this: 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that the map x + v/+ is continuous from li: into 
L ‘(iFi + ) and that $, soltles the equation 
(a) Then x--t 4, is continuous from R to L ‘(R ’ ). 
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(b) If x + tyx is d@rentiable from R to L ‘(IR ‘), then so is x + 4, and 
its derivative, denoted a,#,, satisfies 
(I + F,) a,@, = aw, - F:‘#, . 
Proof: (a) From the definition of d, and (4.4), it is clear that 11 #x+hll is 
bounded for h near 0. Since x + F, is norm continuous and x + I, is 
continuous in L’, result (a) now follows from the identity 
Q x+h-~x=(I+Fx)-‘l~/x+h-~x-(Fx+h-Fx)~x+hl. (4.5) 
The (( (x+h 11 are bounded for h near 0 by (4.4) and the continuity of x + w,. 
(b) For this one divides (4.5) through by h and then uses the strong 
differentiability of F,. 
To apply this lemma we write 
b,(y) = B+(x,Y); P,(Y) = --F+(x +Y) 
and rewrite (4.2+) as 
V+F,)b,=p,. 
We will show that the map x + b, is (s + 2) times differentiable as a map 
R + L’(lF? ‘). We will write b\” to denote the kth derivative at x. With 
similar notation it is easy to verify that p:‘](y) = -Fy’(x + y) for k < s + 1. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose 1 <o < s + 2. Then 
(a) x+ b!” is dzfirentiable R + L’(iR ‘) for 0 < k < o, 
(b) (I+ F,) b~‘=p~‘- C;=l(y) Ft’bp-j’. 
Further, x + by+” is dlflerentiable at all x larger than the largest jump point 
of FCsi2’, and (b) holds with o = s + 2 at all such x. 
Proof. In the case ~7 = 1, this follows from Lemma 4.2 with b, = 0, and 
Px = YJX. 
For the induction step pick (x with 1 < a < s + 1, and suppose (a) and (b) 
hold for o = a. It must be shown that x + by1 is differentiable and has the 
correct derivative. By Lemma 4.2 it suffices to show that the map 
is continuous and differentiable R + L’(R ‘). Since a < s + 1, both F’a’ and 
Ftn+‘) are in LA(+to). Therefore x -+ ppl has derivative pp+“. Similarly, all 
Fy’ appearing in (4.6) have strong derivatives since a Q s + 1. Finally the 
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induction hypothesis says that all maps x--1 bp-” in (4.6) are differentiable. 
Thus the entire map (4.6) is differentiable and the induction step is done. 
This argument can be repeated for b.v+21 provided x is restricted to lie to 
the right of all jump points of Fy+*‘. 
COROLLARY 4.4. For 0 <u <s + 2, there are constants C.Y such that 
Ilk9 <c, for x>x. (4.7) 
For CJ = s + 3, one can make (4.7) valid provided X is greater than the 
largest jump point of F”+“. 
Proof. This follows from analysis of Lemma 4.3(b) using (4.4) and the 
hypotheses (1.4) for F, . 
From the differentiability of the map x -+ b, on L ‘(‘P * ) it is possible to 
establish the classical differentiability of B +(x, y). 
LEMMA 4.5. (a) Zf 1 <u < s + 1 and J* > 0. then the maps 
x H By*“(x, y) are dtfirentiable for 0 < v < o and 
B~-“‘(vy,y)= -F’,“‘(x +y) - + ( ‘: ) Fv’[by-“l(y). 
jZ J 
(4.8) 
(b) If x + 4’ is not a jump-point of F”+“. then B’Sf’*o’(~.y) exists, 
satisfies (4.8) with u = s + 2, and is piecewise absolutely continuous in x on 
half-lines [X, co). Further, (4.8) holds almost everywhere for o = s + 3. 
Proof Faddeev proved part (a) for (T = 1. If (a) holds for some o less 
than s + 1, we must show that x +t B’USo’(x, y) is differentiable and has the 
claimed derivative. 
The term -F’“‘(x + y) is differentiable by (1.4). The differentiability of 
vy + Fy’[by l(y) for 0 <j < u follows by Lemma 4.3 and the boundedness 
of all F”’ on half lines [X, co) for l< s + 2. 
Note that (4.8) implies that B(U*o’(~, .) = b-p’ since 
(Z + F,) B(“90’(x, .) = -pt”’ - ,z, 
( 1 
; Flj’[bjp-“1. 
Finally consider (4.8) with u = s + 1. By assumption (1.4), Fy+ ” has a 
piecewise absolutely continuous derivative. The differentiability of the other 
terms in B’Sf’~o’(~,y) . p is roved as before. Thus (4.8) holds for u = s + 2 if 
.Y + y is not a jump point of F”+*‘. 
It remains to show that B’Sf2*o’ (x, y) is piecewise absolutely continuous 
for X < x < oo, and y fixed. This is known for F(s+2’(x + y). So we must 
consider the functions 
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If 1 <j < s + 2, the gj are shown to be absolutely continuous on [X, co) by 
arguments used before. 
The hard argument is the one to show that g, is absolutely continuous on 
[X, co ). Suppose 1 hi 1 < 1 and X < xi < co. Then one finds that 
(~~~xi+hi~~~~~xi~l~IhilC~suPII~‘~~~l~s~X~l} 
+ 116::;) -b~f’l)l sup(lF(s)l: r>x- I}. 
Thus it will sufftce to show that given an E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that if 
ix ,,..., xn) G [X, co) and C: lhil< 6, then Cy=, Ilb$,‘l,! - bE+*‘l( <E. We 
know that 
(I+ F,,)[bE;;j - bx+*'] 
= -k’:,‘;,l -&+*‘) - {Fxi+hj - F,J b$;j 
Sf2 
- s {F$,,[b~,f;,-“1 - ,;‘[b$+*-“1). 
j=l 
We know that ll(Z + F,)-’ Ilo,, < C, for x > X. We show first how to get 
t IlPt$j -p[r:+2111 < E’ = &/3C,. 
I 
(4.9) 
Note that 
-cc 
=I 1 
F’s+2)(r + hi) - F(‘+*)(r)l dr. 
-r=.ri 
Let w1 ,..., w,~~ be the jump points of F (‘+*’ lying to the right of xi. Choose 1 
so small that 
8nM sup{ I F(‘+2’ (r)l: r>X- 1)1< E’. 
By integrating separately in the intervals where I r - w, I < 1 and in the rest of 
[xi, co) one finds that 
IlpK’,ij. --P~~~‘II ,< !I /:i I F’S+3’(r + s)l ds dr 
+4Mls~p(lF’~+~‘(s)l: taxi} 
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since in the intervals between the M!,. P+” is absolutely continuous. Thus 
Adding from i = 1 to 11, 
It is now clear how to pick 6 so r’,’ Ihil < 6 implies (4.9). 
The argument that if C I/z;] is small then 
follows easily since F’ is in L ‘(+co) f~ L”(+co), and /I b.y+“/l is uniformly 
bounded for x > X. The control over the remaining terms is obtained by the 
same trick as that used for (4.9). This completes the proof that g,, is 
absolutely continuous in [X, co). 
Thus, finally, B”’ ” (.u,J) is piecewise absolutely continuous in ,Y for fixed 
J’. This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
In order to derive decay rates for the derivatives of q. it will be convenient 
to introduce the notation 
.L 
e;(x) = ) 1 F’,“(r)1 dr. O<j<:st3. 
. I 
By hypothesis (1.4) 
Hj E L:-- ((+oO) for j<s+2. 0,+?EL: :(+oo). 
These 0, are nonincreasing functions and 
IF’j’(x)l < ej+ I(x) for j<s+ 1. 
IF ‘x+Z’(x)( < F(x) + I!?, + Jx), 
. 
where ,-F(X), as before. denotes the sum of the absolute values of the jumps 
of F”+” at points to the right of x. 
THEOREM 4.6. Consider q(x) = -B”*“(x, 0’). where B = B, solves 
(4.2+). Then 
q”“ E L:.(+m) for v<s+ 1; q’s+2’EL:m,(+oo). 
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ProojI We must show that 
B(“*O’(., 0) E L;,(+oo) for l<v<s+2; 
B(s+3*o’(*, 0) E LLr_ *(+q). 
From (4.2+) we have 
(B(x,y)l < IF@ +Y)l +8,(x +Y> IlB(x9 *)I1 
Q e,(x +y)(l + llbxll) < C,3,(x +u)* 
Thus B(*, 0) E Lk-,(+a) !I LA(+co). But we want B(., 0) E Lh(+co). So it 
remains to show that j? IB(x, O)l xN dx ( co, where we may assume X > 0. 
Since 
B(x, 0) = -F(x) - j’* F(x + z) B(x, z) dz 
-0 
and FE L;(+~I), we need only look at the second term. 
< I.OJ XM jm e,(x) C,f?,(x + z) dz dx 
-x=x -z=o 
< c, fbi xN-’ 
-x=x 
e,(X) ia, (x+z)B,(x+z)dzdx 
-1=0 
< c, jm x”-‘8,(x)dx 1” re,(r) dr < co. 
-.x=x -r=X 
A similar argument works for B (r’3o)(~, 0) for 1 < v < s + 1. Note that 
~‘“.o’(~,~,) =F’“‘(x +y) + i 
n=O 
(4.10) 
Thus 
lB’“*“‘(Y)l < e,+,cx +Y) + f ( ) ; .9,+,(x +Y) IlbY~lI tl=O 
~e,,+,(X+y)+Cx~8,+,(X+y). 
(4.11) 
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Thus B”‘.‘)(., 0) E LI~~~,(+oo) GLA(+co). But we claim that B”‘.“(.. 0) 
belongs to L,t.(+co). Since F”” E L,t,(+co) by (1.4) when r< s + 1. we use 
(4.11) to estimate the terms in summation in (4.10) with .r = 0. But for 
O<n<r<s+ 1, 
.‘X B,+,(x) 1 (x+z)6,.-,,+,(x +z)dz d-y < co 
-0 
since 8,+, E&,(+m) and 8,.-,+, EL,[7-,(+a,)cL)(+cx,). 
It remains to deal with B’S+Z.o’(~, 0) and B’S+‘.o’(.x, 0). For the first of 
these (4.11) is replaced by the estimate 
IB ‘s+2*o’(X,y)l < IF’s+2’(x +y)I 
Sfl s-i-2 
+Y n i 1 e”+,(.Y+1’)lIb.~r+2-n’Il n=O 
+ (l9,+,(x +L’) +.qx +I-)\ /lul. 
Thus ey.\‘B’S t 2.0) (x, 0) is locally integrable. Combining this bound with (4.10) 
as before it is both easy and sufficient to show that s’VB’5C’*o’(~, 0) is 
integrable over all [X, co) with X bigger than the jump points of F’” + ‘I. 
It remains finally to show that B’F+3.0’(x. 0) EL{-- ,(+a). From 
Lemma 4.5 we know that 
(I + F,)[B’s+3~o’(-~~ .)I 
Since the right side is in Li(IFI +), it follows that 
JIB ‘s+3.o’(X, *)/I ,< c,y for x > X. 
From this and (4.8) we get the preliminary inequality 
1 B”‘.“(x,y)l < lF”“(x + y)I + Cx + Bi(x + y) 
1% 
(4.12) 
for v = s + 3 and combine (4.12) with (4.10). Note B” +3*o)(x, 0) is bounded 
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on half-lines [X, co) and Pf3’ is in L~k-,(+a). Thus it remains to see that 
the terms 
are finite for 0 <j< s + 3. Note that 
and 
.I% 
{l?,(x) + C,O,(x)} dx ( lF(S+3)(~)1 ds < 00. 
‘A 
The finiteness of 5. for 1 <j < s + 2 is routine. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.6. 
The reader will have noticed that decay and regularity of the potential q 
depend explicitly only on the properties of the transforms of R, and not 
directly on the properties of R, themselves. One also notices that properties 
(1.4) of F, are not sufficient to establish directly properties (1.3) of R, 
since (1.4) gives only half line control over Ft. However, since R can be 
recovered from R + , there is some covert relation between Fm and F, which 
would assure us on the basis of (1.4) that F, is the transform of an 
appropriate R + . 
5. APPLICATION TO THE KORTEWEG-DE VRIES EQUATION 
Consider the initial value problem for (KdV) 
(5.1) 
and assume that the initial profile U satisfies d:,. As a result of the work in 
the previous sections we can improve on the existence and regularity results 
of Tanaka [S], Murray (71, and Cohen [2]. The improvements amount to the 
following: errors propagating from Faddeev’s errors are corrected, explicit 
decay-rate assumptions on U are weakened to weighted integrability 
conditions, and the restriction to low orders of regularity in U is removed. 
The theorem stated below is proved and discussed in [3]. 
In order to state the theorem one more technical definition is necessary. 
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Let f, (s, k j be the Jost functions for the potential q = CJ in (1.1). Set y = 1 if 
j’, (s. k) are independent at k = 0; set y = 2 otherwise. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose U satisfies hypothesis -ti‘;, with s > -1. 
.Y - y > 4, 2(N - 7) + s > 1. There is a function u = u(x. t) defined in 
IT. x F + such that 
(a) F’,?:u(x, t) is continuous in ip x [O, co ) if 0 <j + 31< s, and in 
R x (0,~) fO<j+31<2(N-y)+s-4; 
(b) u(x. I) satisfies KdV in P x (0, 00); 
(c) u(s. t) satisfies the initial condition in the ordinarJB sense ifs > 0. 
but if s = - 1. then u meets the initial condition in the weak sense that 
I”u(x,t)d-v+ fU(x)dx as t-0 
. u -0 
for all intervals [a. b]. 
Furthermore, for each fixed positive t 
(d) u(.,t)EL#)ifs>8andN-y>4orifs>4.N-y>4,and 
2(N - y) > s + 4. However, u(., I) @ L:(R) if -I <s < 3 and 2(N - 7) > 
s + 4. 
(e+) As .K+ +m, 
u(x, f) = o(~x~-‘-y’+~) if s<o 
= o(lxl-‘,V-Y’+ I) if s>l. 
(e-) As x + -00, u(x, f) = 0(1x1- ‘s+“.“Pb) provided that s > 4. 
2(N-y)>s+4,andO<6<Q. 
APPENDIX 
Here we prove formula (3.4) for 0 < u <s. 
LEMMA A.l. For l<n<s 
B:I.“‘(x,~~)=B(:+“.‘)(-K,~)- x ~~[q(x)B:O.D’(.u,?l)]. (A.l) 
a+D=fl-I 
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Proof: It follows from (2.4) that 
B:‘J’(x,y)=B!y’(x,y)-q(x)B*(x,y). 
This is (A.l) in the case n = 1. The induction is based on the following com- 
putation: 
By+yX,y) = a,[B:‘*“‘(x,y)] 
=a, By+nqoyx,y)- 
[ 
.+;.-, Ck?(x)B* (Oq-5 Y)l] 
=a!J[B:‘*“(x,y)] - 1 a,a[q(x)B:OJ+“(x,y)] 
a+4=n-1 
= a:[B:Z*“‘(x,J’) -q(x) B*(w)] 
- 5 a;-Y[q(x) B:OJ’(x,y)] 
y.= 1 
=B~+‘*“‘(X,J’)- $ a=-Y[q(X)B(O,Y)(X,Y)]. 
y=o 
Remark. Formula (A.l) will also hold with n = s + 1 provided x +Y is 
not a jump point of q U+ l). With this proviso, one easily sees that 
B :I+m,n’(~,4’)=B:l+m+n.o)(x,y)- r a;+m[q(x)B’03”‘(x,y)] 
a+4=n-1 
for m>O, n> 1, n+m>s+ 1. 
To simplify notation we now set 
and 
q’=q\ =q’“(o*)= fB;+‘.O)(O,O*) for l<s, 
s+I _ 4* -4 ~S+lyof)~ 
Note that q”‘(x) is continuous for I < s, so q\ = qy for I< s. But q:-’ and 
q”” may disagree if q(‘+” jumps at x = 0. For the rest of this proof, 
superscripts without parentheses are indices, not exponents. Employing this 
convention, the remark above yields the following information. 
n-1 ntm-l-1, 
B* ~+WZ=B~+~+~.o~ 7 -r 
m+n-l-v 
* A3 P 
4 
u=o ll=O 
(A-2) 
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for m + n <S + 1. In the summations in (A.2), ,D + r < n + m - 1. Thus 
(A.2) forms the basis for inductive arguments. 
LEMMA A.2. If 0 < m + n < s + 1. then B pm.’ can be expressed in the 
form 
I +m.n 
B* =A?.” + __ 
\‘ C;;“BO;l’ 
I.-o 
(A.3) 
where AT-” and the CT-” are polynomials in the dericatices q: = q”‘(0 * ) for 
O<l<m+n. 
Proof: We argue by induction on m + n. If m + n = 0, then Bi+n’.” = 
I.0 B, =q”,. Thus AO;’ = l q”+ , and the sum over r is vacuous. It is worth 
noting in general that if n = 0 and 0 < m < s + 1, then B ym.n = B ‘++ “I.“, so 
A 7’” = ‘Fq” and the sum over v in (A.3) is vacuous. 
The induction step will be done only for B = B, ; the proof for B is 
analogous. 
Assume that (A.3) holds for m + n <K for some K with 0 <K < s. We 
must show that (A.3) also holds for m + n = K + 1. 
In the basic reduction formula (A.2), separate the terms B’.“ from the 
B “.‘I with ,U > 1. Thus 
n--l 
B I +m.n =B I +m+n.O _ r -4 
m+n-l-r 0.1 B 
r’=O 
In the last summation note that k + 1< m + n - 2 = K - 1, so the induction 
hypothesis applies. Thus 
,I- I 
B I +m.n = B I+m+n.o _ \‘ -4 
m + n ~~ I - L’ Bo.1‘ 
r-0 
m+n _ 
= -4+ 
“c-1 m+;;?-k 
4 
m+n-?-k--lAl.h 
+ 
! , :O I=0 
n--l 
-\‘4 
mtn-l-r B 0.1, 
I‘= 0 
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- 
xq m+n-2-k-Ic1.k f 0 
From this it is apparent that the decomposition (A.3) holds for m + n = 
K + 1. For later use we display inductive formulas for A:*” and Cy;Y valid 
for m+n<s+ 1: 
m.n _ A+ --q;+“- 
",I mtne2-k m  +n- 1 -k 
m+n-2-k-1Al.k 
k=O ITO ( l+l 
4 + (A-4) 
C m.n = _ I?l+n-l-" 
.-+-I mtn-u-2-k m+n-v-l-k 
t L* 4 - 
k:l ,ZO 1+1 
x4 
m+n-u-2-k-l /.k+rs 
c +L' * (A.5 1 
The analogues of (A.4) and (A.5) for B- turn out to be 
Q 
m+n-2-k-1Al.k 
(A.6 ) 
and 
c!y =-qmtn-r~-I _ 
n-o-l mtn+-2-k m+n-v-l-k 
k:O /Z 1+1 
xcl 
mtn-u-2-k-lcl.k+r 
-L' . (A-7) 
From (AS) and (A.7) it appears that CT;: should depend only on M and 
n - v. This is the case. 
LEMMA A.3. CT;” = C’;tt-L’ forO~v<nandO~m+n~s+l. 
Proof: Whenever n = 1 and v = 0, the assertion is trivially true. 
Formally, the proof goes by induction on m + n. If m + n = 1, then the only 
nonvacuous case has m = 0, n = 1 and the assertion is true. The induction 
step is done by using (A.5) in the natural manner. 
The proof for Cm;: is similar. 
Lemmas A.2 and A.3 allow us to reformulate (3.4) as 
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Thus to show that ZIP’(y) is continuous across J’ = 0 for c < s. it would 
suffice to establish (A.8) for all r~ < s. For this, in turn, it suffices to show 
that the following hold: 
-A”;” =A:” for all u < s. (A.9) 
-Cl); =A:“- I-1’ for O<r<o- 1 <s- I, (A. 10) 
p.; = AO;O-l-l’ for O<v<a- l<s- 1, (A.ll) 
c”;; = p; ; 1; for O<v<n- l<a-2<s-2. (A.12) 
These identities follow from the next three lemmas, the proofs of which are 
omitted since they are routine inductions on m + 1. 
LEMMA A.4. C’$‘=C”‘~forO<m+l,<s+ 1, I< 1. 
LEMMA AS. CT;+' = -A?‘for RI +I<s. 
LEMMA A.6 C"'b/+'= AT.‘for m + l<s. 
From Lemmas A.4 and A.3 it follows that 
for 0 < v < n and n < s: so (A.12) is proved. From Lemmas A.6 and A.3, it 
follows that 
for 0 < v < u and o < s + 1; so (A. 11) is proved. From Lemmas A.5 and 
A.3 one similarly gets 
when 0 < v < r~ and u <s + 1; so (A.lO) is proved. Finally (A.9) is proved 
by noting that 
-A “;” = AC?;+ 1 = PC”;;+ 1 = A “JJ 
whenever a < s. 
This completes the proofs of (3.4) and Theorem 3.1. 
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